ENTRY INTO SERVICE

ACASS has the global expertise, knowledge, and relationships, to support and shepherd you through every step of the complex EIS process, during and after the delivery of your aircraft.
WHY CHOOSE ACASS?

The overwhelming number of tasks and the complexity of the aviation regulatory environment can lead to frustrating and costly delays, which keep you from taking advantage of your valuable asset. ACASS can guide and support you through every step of this process thanks to its proven EIS management services.

EIS PIONEERS AND WORLD LEADERS

ACASS is spearheading the EIS space with a well-structured planning and implementation process designed to let our clients take advantage of their aircraft in an efficient and timely manner, anywhere in the world.

UNPARALLELED INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE

ACASS has supplied pilots for major business aircraft types in over 56 countries on all 5 continents. Specialized in the following regions: India, Middle East, Russia, Africa, China, South-East Asia, North & South America.

EXPERTS IN AVIATION REGULATIONS

Wide-ranging knowledge of aviation regulations worldwide, especially in emerging countries. Strong relationships maintained with their civil aviation regulatory authorities and governmental agencies.

KEY RELATIONSHIPS

Extensive global network including aircraft owners and operators, major aircraft manufacturers, aviation advisors and service providers.

CULTURAL AWARENESS & SENSITIVITY

ACASS is aware and mindful of the varied cultural distinctions around the world. Utmost respect and discretion are paramount to our success.

HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

Experienced management team, with over 150 aviation professionals on staff. 24-hour, 7-day a week, 365-day a year client support provided.

EIS SERVICES

All the required expertise to ensure the successful Entry Into Service of new and pre-owned aircraft.

PILOTS, ENGINEERS & FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

- Initial/recurrent type training,
  international procedures, RVSM
- Visas and validations processing

REGULATORY & FLIGHT OPERATIONS

- Aircraft registration & import/export
- Certificates (C of R, C of A, etc.) and licenses (radio, etc.)
- Letters of Authorization (RVSM, MNPS, RNP5, RNP10, RNAV, etc.)
- Country-specific civil aviation authority regulations
- FMS database and Jeppesen

TECHNICAL

- Test and acceptance flights
- Warranty, subscriptions and programs
  (JSSI, Smart Parts, MSP, SATCOM, etc.)

MANDATORY MANUALS

- Operating and reference manuals
  (SOPs, POM, Intl Ops, etc.)
- Safety Management System (SMS)
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